25 MINU T E NON - IN VA SI V E BODY CON TOURING T RE AT MEN T
WHAT IT IS

1

Up to 24% fat reduction

• Customized procedure based on desired results
• Four applicators target specific trouble spots in
a single session
• No bruising as with suction-based technologies
• Works on any body or skin type

No surgery or downtime

HOW IT WORKS
• Destroys fat cells by raising the temperature
of body fat
• No damage to surrounding skin
• Fat cells are naturally absorbed over time

Works on all skin types

CLINICALLY TESTED AND FDA CLEARED
• Up to 24% average reduction in stubborn
fat1
• Over 90% satisfaction rate2
• Comfortable and well-tolerated treatment
• Results in 6 to 12 weeks
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Flanks and Abdomen

HOW LONG BEFORE I CAN RESUME
NORMAL ACTIVITIES?

WHEN WILL I SEE RESULTS?
Patients may start to see results as early as 6
weeks following treatment as the body begins
to evacuate the destroyed fat cells, with optimal
results typically seen at 12 weeks.

There is no downtime with SculpSure, so you
can have the treatment during your lunch hour
and return to work immediately.
WHAT SHOULD I EXPECT DURING
THE TREATMENT?

HOW LONG WILL RESULTS LAST?
Treated fat cells are permanently eliminated
and will not regenerate.

Most patients feel a deep warmth and tingling
sensation intermittently throughout the
treatment which is generally well-tolerated.2

SculpSure is proven to work on both men and women.

SculpSure destroys fat with a patented heating and cooling
methodology that leaves patients comfortable with no pain.

Your provider will help you determine where to treat and how
many treatments you’ll need.

Sit back and relax! You’ll be back to normal immediately
after treatment.
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